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The mass media have an important presence in our lives at the moment. 
Moreover, their role setting up and influencing the viewer’s opinion is growing 
grater and grater, and the morning talk shows have this role too. In fact, in the 
current news panorama, the morning magazines and talk shows are top trending 
on television schedule.  
 
The mass media configures the society and have influence in the audience 
perception of reality and the world around us through the published news and the 
not included themes in the hot news. Also, event news takes up a big part of the 
content that conform these programs. Keeping in mind that this influence goes 
hand in hand with the presence of a criminal proceeding for almost all the 
presented instances, the parallel trials phenomenon appears. 
 
The journalists have a big capacity to influence in the viewers opinion. Because 
of their power any journalist should be careful with everything they say and how 
they express themselves during the programs.  
 
After these texted assessments and considering this starting point, this journalist 
report is based on the investigation about how do these programs shape the 
public opinion and boost the creation of parallel trials concretely with reference to 
the event themes.  
 
To start, this report addresses a current topic. In fact these issues take place at 
the mass media from day to day. Because of that, we have elected two morning 
talk shows with highest audience on television right now, and concretely we have 
focused in the event themes presented in these programs. However, parallel 
trials don’t appear just at this information; we can see this treatment in another 
subjects and programs like politics or on news bulletin.  
 
However, from our point of view, the concern about this theme in the media is 
limited. To the journalists that work in it from the Audio-Visual Councils, 
everybody gives a bad importance to this underlying problem. In short, there’s no 
way to attack the problem.  
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From another side, these morning programs give us a polarized view of the 
presented instances falling in several occasions into the lack of information and 
the sensationalism about a frequently very delicate and awkward issue. This 
poses a social and judicial problem, because their high ratings. Keeping the direct 
influence of these contents in the media agenda in mind, as much for the 
institutional enough to the public; it’s an important point to deal with regarding to 
the information and the good practicum of journalism.  
 
For all these reasons, this investigation is going to show faithfully and from 
different implicated points of view, how do these themes are addressed, providing 
a reliable image about the treatment of these themes. Also we will be examining 
the data gathered to see what is going wrong. From another side, we are going 
to study, in greater depth, which are the consequences that this treatment could 
have in the society and in court proceedings too.  
 
In conclusion, in this report, we shall try to analyze which treatment has the media 
contents concretely in respect of dissemination in judicial and criminal matter. 
Also we want to present if this information fall of infringement of personal rights 
or if these programs are trivializing the events in pro of obtain greater audience 
share.  
 
The idea for this report comes through a first year law subject of our journalism 
degree. After the teacher introduced the term in a class we could appreciate how 
important it was and how the talk shows could favor this situation. In fact we didn’t 
analyze any case but just this explanation causes a real need to investigate.  
 
Talking about the structure of the report the first thing was to select the subjects 
that we wanted to appear on it and divide de final work in all of these points. After 
this first step we decided which the principal themes in our project were, and how 
we were going to organize all the information inside of them. Also, another 
essential thing about this report was the importance of the interviews and the 
answers of the interviewee because we decided to do a report without off voice. 
Finally, this structure has been possible and each topic is related with the next 
one giving coherence and sense to this project.  
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In respect of the information sources we wanted to have a different role of 
professionals with relation about each subject we were going to represent at the 
report. In conclusion we needed talking shows partners, journalists, television 
analysts, public opinion experts and in addition the role who could talk us about 
the judicial part. In this case we count on the participation of a judge and of a 
district attorney. 
 
In addition, we wanted to include music and other effects and images in our 
project. In that way we couldn’t include famous songs in our report because of 
the copyright but we have found another type of music like background and 
ambient melodies without payment and free of copyright. The used music is 
typical of the mystery or horror films, and we wanted to use this because the 
importance of the event themes that we present and analyze during the starting 
part of this documentary.  
 
Also, we have used images from the interviewees talking but we have recorded 
other things like writing team working or a real judgment. In addition we have 
images of the interviewees from another point of view or of a part of their body 
like their hands. Included in this point we have used archive images that belong 
to the analyzed programs and are more useful to illustrate what we want to say 
in a lot of occasions and give us the opportunity to show real scenes about the 
television treatment of the cases that appears on the report.  
 
In addition we have used another resource. At the beginning and at the end of 
the report we have used a black frame with the sound of phrases of interviewer’s 
answers. These scenes are important to us because the first focus the theme of 
the report and the different phrases talk about every subject inside de project. 
The final scene is useful to overview all the information. We think that in these 
scenes we don’t want music because we don’t want anything could distract the 
spectator attention.  
To finalize this point, during the edition process, the final step to end this project, 
we added video effects which have been used to change or help to join images.  
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After all this work we have extracted the following conclusions.  
 
First, talking about the content of the report we have to say that the answers of 
the interviewees were the ones we expected and were the most important thing. 
In fact, like we have said before, we have to prepare the questions a lot and think 
what we want about the answers of our principal characters. It was difficult but 
working without off voice has this handicap and we want to do it that way since 
the beginning. However we have surprises with some of the answers. Concretely 
with the difference of opinion between two interviewers about the involvement of 
inexpert partners in the event talking shows.  
 
Finally, after this project we have been able to learn how we have to do an 
interview if we want to have the correct answers. And we have reaffirmed that the 
media companies are just business, they just want to earn money and they can 
do everything to get it.  
 
In second place, we are going to talk about the preproduction process. In respect 
of this process we have been aware of the difficult to produce a report without a 
narrator. This is because the audiovisual product depends almost entirely of the 
answers that you can get. Keeping this difficulty in mind, it’s indispensable to do 
an investigation of the people and search information before to start to record. In 
this part is so important to talk to the title roles before the interview, meet them 
and know how they can express themselves or how they can behave in front of 
a camera. Also, another of the difficulties of this work was the strategic way to do 
the questions to get the right answers.  
 
In third place, we want to talk about the role of a journalist. We have experienced 
that actually a journalist can’t conforms with know what is the correct question or 
find the appropriate information sources. Nowadays a journalist has to be able to 
know other technical things, like how a camera or a microphone goes. In relation 
with this point it’s important to know about video edit too. For all these reasons 
we consider that this report has helped us to improve in the journalistic field, but 
in a technical way too.  
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In conclusion, we can say that the difficulties have been present in all phases of 
the project but finally the result has been rewarding and has helped us to inquire 
in an interesting and worrying field.  
 
 
